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CharterMatrix.com Puts Air Taxi on the Map

Its a new way to buy and sell air charter.Did you know that there are empty charter jets flying
around everyday? Did you also know that those air charter companies would love to sell you a
flight on that empty jet?

Orange County, CA (PRWEB) May 20, 2006 -- At CharterMatrix.com the idea is to bring air charter to the
general population. If that is possible they are doing their best to make it happen. A few years ago they noticed
a trend in air charter of selling empty legs to thrifty buyers. An empty leg is an air charter flight that is paid for
by a customer but no persons are on board the jet. Example: a customer needs to fly from Florida to NY,but
that customer will not be flying home for several days or weeks. So, the jet then must return to FL because it
does have other trips later in the week. Now we have what is called an "empty leg" that can be sold for less
money than normal because the customer who flew the jet up to NY had to pay for the jet to return to FL empty.
At CharterMatrix.com you can buy those empty flights for a discount. We also look for this trend to grow and it
may also become a very large market as VLJ's hit the market this year and next. A VLJ "very light jet" is a new
type of jet being built by several new companies hoping to make air travel common for most all of Americans.
The VLJ is cheap to buy, cheap to fly, and still gets people to where they want to go. When the VLJ is offered
for air taxi it will also have empty legs and will fit perfectly on CharterMatrix.com. Keep an eye out for the
VLJ and if you currently fly on a private aircraft then CharterMatrix.com is the web site for you.

The web site makes all of this possible with a simple search on interactive maps. Just point and click your way
to a charter flight. If you need a flight departing Florida, then you simply click on the state of FL and bam mm
up comes a list of empty legs departing that state in order of date. The web site also offers region to region
searches and other tools to help you locate both air charter companies or private jets. If you don't find the flight
for you its also possible that you can submit your trip request to the auction. Much like eBay, you post your
flight and then air charter companies bid for it. Visit the web site and take a look at the future. Its how more and
more people travel these days.

Contact info:
CharterMatrix.com
19591 Grandview Circle
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
(714)-969-1881
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Contact Information
TerryCooper
CHARTERMATRIXLLC
http://www.chartermatrix.com
714-969-1881

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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